Functional dissociation of the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus in timing behavior.
Using the peak procedure, rats with aspiration lesions to the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) or the hippocampus were tested for the acquisition of timing behavior and temporal memory. After surgery, rats were 1st trained to discriminate a 40-s interval and then tested for temporal memory with gap trials. Results indicated that lesions to the medial PFC disrupted the acquisition of timing behavior. Medial PFC animals needed significantly more trials to reach criterion, and their temporal discrimination function was less uniform and steep, indicating a general deficit in timing ability. In hippocampal rats, the ability to estimate the duration of the discriminative stimulus was unaffected by the lesion. It was concluded that the hippocampus is not necessary for the acquisition of timing behavior in this task. Gap trials failed to produce a deficit in the memory for temporal events for either lesion. Thus, it was further concluded that neither the medial PFC nor the hippocampus is necessary for the memory of temporal events.